the board approved the expenditure of $2,000 to support travel expenses for ACRL officers to participate in meetings sponsored by ACRL chapters.

ACRL Discussion Groups
The board welcomed as new discussion groups of ACRL the Librarians of Library Science Collections Discussion Group and the Personnel Officers of Research Libraries Discussion Group.

Goals, Priorities, and Structures
The final report of the ACRL Subcommittee on Goals, Priorities, and Structures was accepted by the board and referred to the Planning Committee for a study of the implications of the subcommittee’s recommendations. In dismissing the subcommittee, the board unanimously noted its great appreciation for the subcommittee’s work during the past four years.

Award Proposals
The board approved in principle two proposals, one from the Committee on Academic Status and one from the Bibliographic Instruction Section Continuing Education Committee, to be submitted for funding from the J. Morris Jones and Bailey K. Howard-World Book Encyclopedia-ALA Goal Awards. The board authorized the executive secretary to determine the suitability of submitting the final proposals.

Research on Characteristics of Academic Librarians
The board of directors encouraged Robert D. Swisher, on the faculty of the University of Iowa, to undertake a follow-up study to his 1975 Indiana University doctoral dissertation, “Professional Communication Behavior of Academic Librarians Holding Membership in the American Library Association,” in order to provide comparative information about past and present characteristics of academic librarians.

Choice
The new editor of Choice, Louis A. Sasso, was introduced by President Eldred R. Smith and was enthusiastically welcomed by the ACRL board. The board unanimously acknowledged its grateful appreciation to the members of the Choice staff for exemplary performance during the period the office was without an editor and accorded special commendation to the associate editor, Louise F. Lockwood.

ACRL Budget
The board approved the recommendations of the Committee on Budget and Finance that ACRL spend up to $10,000 of its current funds over the next two years to provide for word-processing equipment for the ACRL office and that ACRL spend up to $2,000 of its current funds for a photocopy machine for the ACRL office.

ACRL Staff
President Eldred R. Smith announced the resignation, effective February 28, 1978, of Lynn C. Dennison, ACRL program officer. The board unanimously expressed its gratitude and appreciation for her service to ACRL during the past five years.

ACRL 1978 National Conference
New Horizons for Academic Libraries

A reception at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, on Friday evening, November 10, is planned as the social event on the last evening of the ACRL 1978 Conference in Boston, November 8-11, 1978. A reception, sponsored by G. K. Hall, Inc., will come almost at the end of a very full and fruitful meeting, which is shaping up to be a major event of the 1970s. Unencumbered by committee meetings, the conference will include both invited and contributed papers on all major issues facing academic and research librarians in the coming decades. There will also be ample time for discussion, seeing the exhibits, and visiting the area libraries.

Conference and hotel registration information will be mailed in early summer, but please reserve these dates now!

For further information, please contact Julie A. Carroll Virgo, executive secretary of ACRL, at ALA headquarters or George Parks, conference chair, at the University of Rhode Island.
Announcing the most comprehensive holdings of Parliamentary and Non-Parliamentary publications are offered on microfilm.

**THE CONTROLLER'S LIBRARY, HMSO, PARLIAMENT, LONDON - 1922-1972**

The complete holdings of Parliamentary and Non-Parliamentary publications are offered on microfilm.

**CUMULATIVE INDEX TO HMSO CATALOGUES OF PUBLICATIONS, 1922-1972**

By special arrangement with Her Majesty's Stationery Office, the Historical Documents Institute has been authorized to micropublish the entire contents of the HMSO Controller's Library collection of official British Government documents published during the years 1922-1972. Filming will be completed in June, 1978.

Meanwhile, the Carrollton Press office in Inverness has completed its Cumulative Index to HMSO Catalogues of Publications, 1922-1972 which offers the first single-alphabet source of subject, author, and title access to this same 51 years of Parliamentary and Non-Parliamentary publications.

More than 200,000 subject and author entries were accumulated from these annual and quinquennial indexes and merged into this one single alphabet set.

Index entries referring to such documents as Command Papers, House of Lords and House of Commons Bills and Reports, all include serial numbers as well as Catalogue page numbers.

The Cumulative Index to HMSO Catalogues of Publications, 1922-1972, in two hard-cover volumes.

REPRODUCTIONS OF HMSO ANNUAL CATALOGUES, 1922-1972

The Cumulative Index to HMSO Catalogues of Publications, 1922-1972 may be purchased either by itself, as a part of the Controller's Library microfilm system, or as a combined reference edition including reproductions of the 51 Annual Catalogues themselves. These editions have been announced as available by freedom of microfilm, in reduced "compact" editions, or in full-size facsimile reprint volumes.

Available from us for immediate delivery are the full texts of 51 HMSO Annual Catalogues on 6 reels of 35 mm or 16 mm silver halide microfilm. Immediate Delivery ———— $140.00
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As the Cumulative Index entries refer to the year
and page numbers of the HMSO Annual Catalogue
issues in which the publications are described; and
whereas all the publications in the Controller's Li-

rary collection appear on the microfilm in the same
order they appear in the Annual Catalogues, the
Cumulative Index can be used for direct access to
the microfilm collection.

Just how this self-contained reference system actu-

ally works is described in detail in a free brochure
which will be sent to you on request.

ations in this collection are being offered initially in

ms, either annually or in multi-annual groupings. The

nd estimated delivery dates are presented in the table
included with each of the sub-sets listed.

NOW WILL BE RECORDED AND DELIVERED AT
OF WHAT PRICE INCREASES MAY BE BROUGHT
OF THE DOLLAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMBINED TOTAL HMSO PUBLICATIONS</th>
<th>DELIVERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>per year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,185</td>
<td>$10,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,296</td>
<td>$12,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$914</td>
<td>$9,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,675</td>
<td>$16,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,051</td>
<td>$24,350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$73,600

Please deduct 5% from all orders
if payment is enclosed.

ON MICROFILM

The 12 million page collection of the Con-
troller's Library will be contained on more
than 4000 reels of 35 mm microfilm, and can
be purchased either as a complete set or in a
variety of sub-sets. For instance, microfilm
sets of Parliamentary or Non-Parliamentary
publications may be purchased separately, either
for complete runs or for individual years.

ARRANGEMENT AND ACCESS

The microfilm collection is arranged in the
same sequence as the HMSO Annual Cata-

logues, and all references to it from the Cumu-
lative Index are by Catalogue year and Cata-
logue page number [e.g., "(70) 1655"].

In order that the reader can go directly from
the index entry to the microfilm (without re-
ferring to the Catalogues), an image of each
Catalogue page has been reproduced on the
microfilm and each publication listed on it has
been assigned an "Item Number" relative to
its position from the top [e.g. "(70) 1657-5"].

To assist the reader in finding the Catalogue
page and the title page of the referenced
document on microfilm, we have incorporated
two search features into the retrieval system;

amely a "Catalogue-Page-Scale" and "Item
Number Inserts", each of which appears be-
tween every other microfilm frame.

Therefore, once a reference has been selected
from the Cumulative Index, the reader can:
1. go directly to the microfilm carton which
   is clearly marked with the year and Cata-
   logue page numbers,
2. locate the Catalogue page on film by
   matching the Catalogue-Page-Scale pat-
   tern on the moving film to the Catalogue-
   Page-Scale pattern on the microfilm car-
   ton,
3. identify the Item Number from the Cata-
   logue page on microfilm, and
4. search the "Item Number Inserts" se-
   quentially until one of the proper inserts
   (showing the referenced Item Number) is
   located, at which time the reader can use
   the document's own page numbers to re-
   wind to its title page.

Alternatively, the reader can go to the years
and pages of the HMSO Catalogues themselves
to select references from their detailed descrip-
tions (and incidentally, identify the Item Num-
bers) before referring to the microfilm.